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suMMARY
Bending-stress and bending-moment coefficients are
presented for application to design of circular shell-
supported fuselage frames of variable cross section for
—
applied radial load, applied moment, and applied tan-
gential load, A ring which is properly reinforced in
the region of maximum bending moment is shown to have
a structural efficiency higher than that”of “a simflar
ring of uniform cross section. The structural efficiency
is given in terms of the relative weights of the rein-
forced and nonreinforced rings. .
.
.
INTRODUCTION
Solutions to the problem of the analysis of circular
shell-supported frames are usually given in general form
or in terms of a frame with a constant moment of inertia.- —
In the analysis in reference 1, however, the bending
moments have been computed for a circular ring in which
the moment of inertia of one-half the ring has been
increased for applied radial load and applied moment
(fig. 1). The moment of inertia was increased in the
analysis in reference 1 by the factors 2, 3, .4, ~, and 10. -
The purpose of the present paper is to extend the analysis
of circular rings of variable cross section and to show
how a ring may be proportioned so that a strength-weight
l ratio higher than that of a similar ring of constant
cross section is obtained (fig. 2).
.
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SYMBOLS 1
x
c
Pa
Ma
Ta
R
co
g
‘al1
A.
I
‘R
10
r
P
w
bending moment at any point “in ring
distance from neutral axis Qf ring cross section
to extreme fibre of ring cross section
.-
—
applied radial load ,
applied tangential l~ad
radius of ring .-
bending-mament coe~ft.cient; nondimensional term
‘in the bending-moment equations: M = C P R,Ma
M= CMTaR, and M = CrJMa
{
)
“Clr
bending-stress. coefficient (assumed equal to
.
-F *
bending stress .- -- —
allowable bending stress [
cross-sectional area of nonreinforced ring
moment- af inertia at any station of ring cross
section
moment of inertia of ring cross ‘sticticnat-a
region with reinforcement
moment- of inertia of ring cross s.e.ctionat a
region with no reinforcement
ratio of moments of inertia
()
IR/Io
weight..of.rei.ntorc.edring
weight of nonreinforced ring ..
rsdius of gyration of ring cross section
specific weight-of ring material
.—
.
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e station of change in cross section, degrees;
measured in clockwise direction from point
180° from point of applied load
v station of bending moment and bending stress,
radians; measured in same manner as 9
TS5 bending factors determined by manner of rein-
forcement
K factor of proportionality
By a least-work analysis, or an~ other standard
method of frame analysis, the bending moment in a
radially loaded shell-supported circular frame of con-
stant cross section can be shown to be given by
.
. Q the shear
according to
stresses in the shell are distributed
the engineering theory of bending.
.
..
The same method may be used to compute the bending
moment in a ring in which a reinforcement of uniform
cross section is placed symmetrically about the point
of applied load. The equaticn fcr bending moment
involving a radial load-then becomes
The bending factors q and 3 are determined by
a given combination of r and 9 and are presented
in table 1. Bending factors for values of r and 9
not given in table 1 may be determined by interpolation.
,
Values of the bending factor T for a ring of
variable cross section loaded -bya couple are given in
l table 2. The bending-moment equations are
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and
a
. .
.-
04+T
[
—.
FOP a tangentially loaded ring of constsnt crass
section the bendin~-moment equations are
.
Ta~ l–
:l=F~3”sinq: 2Q-(ccs9+l] -
where
and
T’aT?}-
M=
~ Iz sin f++ {4 1- 29) (Cos q + 1)
—
.-
.-
—
—
,-
4
-.
—
...
.4separate set of equations for a tangentially loaded
ring of variable cross section was not derived,
RELATTVE ‘WEEG31TOF A ~HEZNF’017CE!DF?LM!IN .
AND A NON%.iINFORCED FRAME —
The bending-moment.-diagr.amfor a-loaded ct.rcul~
frame often sb.owsthe bending moment roaching a ms@m.m _
,.
at several points, the greatest value usually occurring
at the point of applied lad. Thg begding-moment diagram ‘ ‘ =
for a cii’cul~ frame with a single radial load” co~tsins
four maximum points (fig...3)l .For a ctrcular frmne with
Si~10 radial load$ the magnitude of the largest moment
t
ic more than twice that of’the neXt lsrgest moment and
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would lead to an inefficient design if it were used in
designing a ring of constant cross section. Greater
structural efficiency may be realized by reinforcing the
ring in the region of applied load so that the resulting
bending stresses azze of approximately equal magnitude at
points of maximum bending moment. J The desired redistribu-
tion of bending stresses may be achieved by varying either
the size of reinforcement or the length of reinforcement
or by varying botin (fig. 5),
The structural efficiency of a reinforced ring may ‘
be determined by comparing its weight w$tht hat of a
similar ring of constant cross section capable of carrying ‘t-
he same load at the smne allowable stress. The weight ‘
of the ring is assumed to be proportional to the moment
of inertia of the ring; that is, the reinforcem-ent is
assumed to consist of doubler plates added to the flanges
of the ring and to result In a negligible change in depth
of cross section. The relative weight of a reinforced
ring as compared with the weight of a nonreinforced ring
may be found in the following marrner:
In tineequation for bending stresses o = ~,
substitute 2Uall for us CMPaR for M, and I?Aop
for I and solve for Aoe Thus ..
MC C~~PaRc
a
all=~= 2
rAop
cp~ P~Rc
Ao=——
r p2D
all
The weight of the reinforced ring will then be
—
=2[(7f-Fj)r
Let
+ ij”-(q+o
(
“)‘aR=wc CM+q ——‘( P’%all r
.
—.
--
-.
—
,.
,-
.
,
K=
2PaR2wc
P20all
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6
and
Then .
where co is the bending-stress coefficient for the
reinforced ring in question. For a nonreinforced ring
(r = 1) the equation for weight becomes ,.
where Co is the bending-stress coefficient for a “1
nonreinforced ring. The structural efficiency of a
reinforced ring can then be found from it-srelative
weight by
!YRRelative”weight = —
W.
A relative weight Sreater than unity indicates
that the reinforced ring is heavier, and therefore less h
efficient, than a nonreinforced ring. A relative weight
less than unity indicates that the reinforced ring is
13.ghter and more efficient than a nonreinfnrc~d ring. 4’
A comparison of the relative wei.glts is given in table 3.
A ring for which the bending-moment diagram con-
tains maximum ordinates of widely varying magnitudes
may be reinforced ir,a number of ways in order to reduce
its relative weight with an improvement in structural
efficiency. This improvement can be made for a ring
with a single applied radial load or a single applied
moment (figs. 3 and 4). For a nonreinforced ring in
which the maximum bending moments are of approximately
equal magnitude, a condition of relatively high
structural efficiency already exists and there is little
room for improvement, as in the case of a ring with a
single tangent~al load (fig. 5). It-is advisable, there-
fore, to be guided b~ the shape of the bending-moment
diagram for a nonreinforced ring in desigming the proper
reinforcement for a lighter and more efficient. rein-
forced ring, particularly when a condition of combined ‘“
loading exists. Methods of obtaining lighter rings
.-
may be suggested by the bending-moment diagram for the I
nonreinforced ring. Ease of fabrication, wethod of
m
attacknnent, and other practical problems can then be —-
considered. A number of dlffarent designs may possibly-
lead to a highly efficient frame, but the lightest and
most efficient frame probably will be one in which the
maxinum bending stresses are of equal or nearly equal
magnitude.
CONCLUDING RE1’2%RKS
A ring which is properly reinforced in the region
of maximum bending reorientIS shown to have a structural
e~ficiency higher thcanthat of a similar ring of uniform
cross seciioni The structural efficiency is-given in
terms of the relative weizhts of the reinforced and non--
reinforced rings.
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Langley Field, Vs., April 15, 1946
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VALUES OF BENDING FACTORS FOR A SINGLE RADIAL LCMD
2 .502 .297
3 .513 .327
4 .525 .551
5
I
.537 .372
7 .559 .’40
8 .FQ .La
10 .587 .452
120 135
I
150
.536 ! .325 ‘ .51+5 .336 ! .542
“5f54 9376 .5721 .387 .562
.585! .!A141.~O1 l@’1 .57L
I“602.444 la3 ..!J!&.582
I.626 .4e6~.6201.476,.592
.635 .5G2~ .626I, .4J37 l 595
.650 \ .5271 *6351 “5031 .600
).250
.351
.370
l393
l4W
.@8
9434
l443
165
.526 .302
.537 l323
l542 .33L
.5L6 .341
.550
.349
.552 .352
TABLE 2
VALUES OF BENDING FACTOR T) FCR A MOMENT LOAD
‘\ ( d:g)
\.
90
r
1 2.0(?9 2.000
2 1.758 “1.785
3 1“637 1.700
4 1*563 1.655
5 1.515 1.L2fj
10 1l 405 1*574
.*
.
.
l
.
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COMPARISON OF RWATIVE WEIGHTS
K.L&)1’
1
2
3
4
5
7
3
10
90
Id+
CD
.—
0.239
.yjq ~
.089
.083
lWq
.072
.069
.063
iR/wo
—.
1.000
.798
.746
.867
.993
1.207
1.298
1.454
Ca
0.239
.137
.iOO
.OGo
.067
.051
..048
.043
.765’ &
Ii
l733
.696 .102 .639
“’d‘owI “%9
.6x)~ .067
I
.553
.G57!
I
.051
I
.585
i 4a&mml wR/wo Maximum
. !U c~ —
1
‘1 .500 1.000 0,5002 .250 .750 .250
3 I ;1.67 .667 .167
4 .125 .625 .z25
5 l100 .600 .Ilo
10 Il050 .549 I .109
‘R&
.—
L.000
.667
1.556
.zoo
.512
.908
7
0.239
.139
.099
.083
lcl~o
.098
.101
*105
I.000 0 .2;9.678 .142
.552 .152
.520 .157
.624 .1(s0
.819 .164
.913 .165
.096 I .167
Tawent3e,lload I
90
x’
wx~io
1, 1.000
2 I l0354I ‘*832I
1.000
.643
.740
.8a3
.893
1.029
1.094
1.222
t
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Figs. 1,2
Point of appl[ed load ~
Figure 1,-CirW\ar fratie reinforced over half
the circumference.
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Figure 2.- Circular frame with reinforcement
of variable length.
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Figure 3.- Bending-moment ad bending- stress co.efflclents for an applied
radia ] load. Positive moment indicotes tens;on on inner fibra of ring.
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Figure 3: Concluded
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Fig. 5
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Figure 5.- Bending- moment and bending -stress coeff [cients i%- un applied - -
tangential loud. %sitive motnent indicates tension on inner fibre6
of ring.
